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From the commercial ATV to the ATR
From the commercial ATV to the ATR
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Yamaha Grizzly 700
Sensors and low-level servosystems
Wireless linkLocalization system Obstacle detection




ATR modelling and simulation 5
From the commercial ATV to the ATR
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 Development of multi-body 
dynamic simulators for control 
system design and testing
 Development of simplified 
simulators for perception algorithm 
validation and software testing


























MEDIUM-LONG RANGE NAVIGATION AND PLANNING
Control system components
Intermediate level responsible for short range navigation, 
planning and vehicle stabilization (e.g., roll-over/tip-over 
instabilities, obstacles and terrain traps)
High level planner responsible for task acquisition and for the 
















Interface between the vehicle 
commands and the virtual rider
Control system software architecture
Software and hardware architecture
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Control system hardware architecture
Software and hardware architecture
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Industrial PLC B&R 
AUTOMATION 
(X20 CPU: Celeron 
650, 64 MB DRAM, 1 
MB SRAM, maximum 
bus frequency 2 kHz)
Industrial PC B&R 
AUTOMATION
(2.16 GHz Intel Core 
Duo T7400, 2 MB L2 
cache, 1024 MB DDR2 
RAM, 5 PCI slots)
Localization module: the ROAMFREE library
Control system components
ROAMFREE sensor fusion library
 Ready to use library of sensors and kinematics
 6-DOF accurate and robust pose tracking module
 Calibration suite for intrinsic sensor parameters
(e.g.: sensors gains, biases, displacements, misalignments)
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Core concepts
 Independence from physical hardware and robotic platform
 Turn-on-and go but flexible and extensible


























Nonlinear control law taking into account the longitudinal
velocity and the steering angle
All Terrain Mobile Robot Autonomous Navigation
Autonomous navigation test ...... but the pla  is st tic and might fail on rough terrainsaccurate positioning is obtained by RTK-GPS ...
An MPC-based path planner
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Planning for an all-terrain mobile robot to:
• move at high speed on rough terrains
• being safe w.r.t. obstacles
• ensuring vehicle stability 
“A planner that does not take into account the vehicle model, might turn in 
a plan that fails due to the difference between real and planned paths”
Why using MPC for path planning?
An MPC-based path planner
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Planning as an optimal control problem (OCP)
• impractical for real-time implementations
Planning using sampling-based techniques 
• needs re-planning if something happens
• might be suboptimal
Why using MPC for path planning?
• to plan paths that are feasible for a real vehicle
• to generate plans that are near optimal when the cost-to-go function 
approaches the optimal cost-to-go map
• to develop a near optimal planner for the current information on “world 
state”
• to use any nonlinear vehicle model
An MPC-based path planner
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• to impose any constraint (slipping, rolling, velocity, acceleration...)
• to deal with known and unknown terrains
• to use any planning technique which deals with unknown terrains to 
compute the cost-to-go function (here we use D*)
An MPC-based motion planner 
At each time step, the planner finds the best local trajectory (within the 









From known to unknown terrains
Previous works:
• known terrain
• Roughness based Navigation Function as a cost-to-go function for 
large scale terrains
• ACADO as an OCP solver for real-time implementation 
An MPC-based path planner
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Current work:
• partially and unknown terrain
• D* as a cost-to-go function for unknown terrains
• GPOPS as an OCP solver for real-time implementation
Computing the local roughness
 A terrain map grid of regular square patches is created
 For each terrain patch a traversability measure is computed based on 
patch terrain elevation
An MPC-based path planner
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 For each terrain patch a roughness value is computed  based on 
traversability measure, terrain friction, and obstacles (roughness map)
Optimal 
roughness-to-go map




Example: roughness map taken from a 
portion of a Martian DTM and its optimal 
roughness-to-go map
Optimal roughness-to-go map (I)
Simulation examples
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Martian Digital Terrain Map
Optimal roughness-to-go map (II)
Simulation examples
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Optimal roughness-to-go map (III)
Simulation examples
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Planning for an all-terrain mobile robot is a challenging task
• moving at high speed on rough terrains
• being safe w.r.t. obstacles
• ensuring vehicle stability
Doing it in real time is a more challenging task
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• MPC by using GPOPS (Pseudospectral methods to solve an OCP)
• using the cost-to-go function by an interpolation of the cost-to-go 
map obtained by D*
Conclusion
The MPC-based planner has the following peculiarities:
• generates paths that are feasible for a real ATV vehicle
• can become near optimal when the cost-to-go function approaches 
the optimal cost-to-go map
• is a near optimal planner for the current information on “world state”
• allows to consider any nonlinear vehicle model
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• allows to impose any constraint (slipping, rolling, velocity, 
acceleration, etc.)
• deals with known/unknown terrains
• can use any planning technique which deals with unknown terrains 
to compute the cost-to-go-function (here we use D*)
